Scholar Circle Members January 1st, 2019 - February 1st, 2020

INDIVIDUALS

Kim and Mark Abbett
Maggie and Nudim Alkabaisar
Jennifer and Tyler Aldous
Mindy and David Allen
Darcy Amiel
Jules and Rick Angell
Kelly and Kenneth Applegate
Stacey and Adam Armijo
Nancy and Richard Arnold
Eliisa and Elliot Aten
Mette and Jens Aaboe
Tamara and Scott Barasch
Julie and Craig Bargowski
Shannon and Thomas Baynes
Thea and Andy Beerman
Boji Wong and Ben Berkman
Sarah and Mick Berry
Debbie and Jim Bizly
Lynn and Richard Bleil
Jamie and Ted Bloomburg
Niki and Kyle Blumina
Kendra and Steven Bowers
Sara and Tim Brennan
Katie and Kirk Brewer
Lori and Ron Broadaway
Katie and Greg Bronstein
Kim Brown
Linda and Neill Brownstein
Kristin and Todd Bryson
Paul Burduss
Lindsay and Cory Capoccia
Jennifer and Julian Castelli
Jamie and Greg Cerdei
Val and Steve Chin
Leah Jackson and Bob Christie
Jennie and Loren Clarke
Susan and James Clifford
Jana and Gary Cole
Emily Hagn and Jeff Coleman
Nadeen Wanatka Green and Ned Cone III
Rebecca and Jeffrey Cook
Carla and Chuck Coonradt
Jonathan Cox
Suzanne and JT Crandall
Kristi and John Cummings
Beth and Scott Cummings
Lindsay and Chris Cunningham
Carey and Andy Casimano
Cara Frisbie and Paul Daniel
Theresa and Jeff Danus
Alanna and Hoby Darling
Shaughnessy and Andrew Davis
Vicki Davis
Sandra and Michael M. Dean
Mandy Demmert
Kellie Peden and Dan Diamond
Michelle and Jim Doinley
Valerie and Paul Donahue
Lindsy and Chris Donnelly
Jennifer Drummond

Suzanne and Jake Jacoby
Laura and Neil Johnson
Tara and Andrew Joiner
Jenny and Pete Jones
Andrea Randolph Katz
Jill and John Keagy
Tanya and Jonathan Keller
Christine Lipke-Kent and Eric Kent
Stefani and Scott Kimche
Carrie and Harry Kirschner
Sophy and Grady Kohler
Heather and Michael Koosman
Carol and Dan Kotler
Whitney and Stan Kozlowski
Cathy and Mark Lanigan
Tiffany and Brandon Lawrence
Caroline and Ed Lewis
Audrey and Charles Lind
Jill and Jeremy Littlejohn
Jennifer and Bert Lopansri
Forrest Loric
Kim and Derek Losee
Hank Louis
Jessica and Ehlais Louis
Michele and Robert Luke
Becky and Jeramy Lund
Shannon and Matt Magnotta
Craig Mally
Kelly and Chris Manning
Ingrid and Jim Marino
Kristi and Todd Marsh
Allison Cook and Jimmy May
Keren and John Mazanec
Justin McKnight
Jessica and Ben Meister
Kelsi and John Mellor
Shawn Mick
Dani and Lawrence Miles
Juliana and Bob Miller
Rebecca and Gregory Miner
Ester and Cameron Mitchell
Laura and Keith Diaz Moore
Kay and Joe Moran
Debbie and Franklin Morton
Brenda and Scott Moss
Amy and Christopher Neff
Lisa and Tim O’Brien
Megan and Ryan O’Hara
Lisa and Jim O’Malley
Chris O’Neill
Courtney and Chris Opdyke
Dara Murphy O’Reilly
Elissa and Bill Oshinsky
Anne and Kevin Parker
Elizabeth and Dave Parker
Michelle and Jamie Parker
Sarah and David Peters
Lisa Dang Piber and Paul Zane Pilzer
Allison and Bo Pitkin

Allison and Bo Pitkin
Kate Mynihin and Mark Poold
Lara Valdes-Postula and David Postula
Pat and David Powers
Amiee and Terry Preston
Sooze and Jamie Preston
Senni and Matthew Prucka
Jamie and Ben Rillinn
Maura and Charlie Robbins
Theresa and Scott Roberts
Laura and Pablo Rojas
Jamie and Stephen Roney
Kateyn Rothe
Laura and Rob Russell
Erin and Michael Ruzeek
Stacey Sayers
David Scheffeman
Shannon and Gleen Schmimmer
Summer and Erik Schlopy
Jennifer and Christopher Schmidt
Jodye and Greg Schmidt
Laura and Terry Schmidt
Hal and Joel Schrutz
Kristen and John Schulz
Melany and Brett Shaw
Lezzie and Kevin Sherry
Tiffany and David Shewell
Vicki and Mark Sidlow
Beth and Pete Silhoro
Carol and Steve Skony
Kristy and Kristian Smith
Leslie and John Snaveley
Linda and James Soule
Margaret and Wade Souza
Anna and Josh Stampflii
Lorraine Stueeken
Ellen and Jason Su
Nancy and Lary Tallman
Joanne A. Bloom and Tommy Tanzer
Kate and Josh Taylor
Kelly and Matt Thomas
Lesley and David Thompson
Anne and Greg Toth
Charlotte and James Trahan
Kelly Stankiewicz and Leo Trautwine
The Tummer’s Family
Sharon and Kevin Wallace
Jill and Brandon Warburton
Kris and Petrame and David Ward
Audrey and John Wendoloski
Nicole and Adam Westover
Karri and Brian Wilson
Roxane Gossen and Kent Winterholber
Mary and Charlie Wintzer
Dana and Scott Wirtkin
Cady and CJ Wolf
Holly and Bryan Young
Jacquelyn and Greg Zehner
Anonymous

CORPORATIONS*

Berkshire Hathaway Home Services
DKSAir
Orange Theory Fitness
Powder Paws
RL Peak Painting
Stein Eriksen Lodge
Summit Sotheby’s
Walmart Community Grants
Zions Bank

*Does not include event sponsors